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The Cuban Research Institute is pleased to announce the fourth annual

**RESEARCH CONTEST IN CUBAN AND CUBAN AMERICAN STUDIES**

- **$250 Graduate Student First Prize**
- **$250 Undergraduate Student First Prize**
- **$100 Graduate Student Second Prize**
- **$100 Undergraduate Student Second Prize**

Research papers should be between 15 and 25 pages and can address any topic in Cuban and Cuban American Studies, in Spanish or English. The contest is open to all FIU undergraduate and graduate students; only one entry is allowed per student. Winners will be selected by a committee of FIU faculty members from various departments. Papers that receive first or second prize will be posted on the CRI website.

Entries must be received by May 4, 2009, accompanied by a labeled CD containing your essay, and an entry form (available online at http://cri.fiu.edu or in DM 353) attached with a paper clip. Do not type your name on the manuscript; only the title of the work should appear on the first page. Manuscripts must be typewritten and double-spaced.

Please send submissions to:

**Cuban Research Institute**
University Park DM 353
Miami, FL. 33199